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Choice Outstanding TitleScorned by allies and enemies alike, the Army of the Republic of

Vietnam (ARVN) was one of the most maligned fighting forces in modern history. Cobbled

together by U.S. advisers from the remnants of the French-inspired Vietnamese National Army,

it was effectively pushed aside by the Americans in 1965. When toward the end of the war the

army was compelled to reassert itself, it was too little, too late for all concerned.In this first in-

depth history of the ARVN from 1955 to 1975, Robert Brigham takes readers into the barracks

and training centers of the ARVN to plumb the hearts and souls of these forgotten soldiers.

Through his masterly command of Vietnamese-language sources—diaries, memoirs, letters,

oral interviews, and more—he explores the lives of ordinary men, focusing on troop morale and

motivation within the context of traditional Vietnamese society and a regime that made

impossible demands upon its soldiers.Offering keen insights into ARVN veterans' lives as both

soldiers and devout kinsmen, Brigham reveals what they thought about their American allies,

their Communist enemies, and their own government. He describes the conscription policy that

forced these men into the army for indefinite periods with a shameful lack of training and

battlefield preparation and examines how soldiers felt about barracks life in provinces far from

their homes. He also explores the cultural causes of the ARVN's estrangement from the

government and describes key military engagements that defined the achievements, failures,

and limitations of the ARVN as a fighting force. Along the way, he explodes some of the myths

about ARVN soldiers' cowardice, corruption, and lack of patriotism that have made the ARVN

the scapegoat for America's defeat.Ultimately, as Brigham shows, without any real political

commitment to a divided Vietnam or vision for the future, the ARVN retreated into a

subnational culture that redefined the war's meaning: saving their families. His fascinating book

gives us a fuller understanding not only of the Vietnam War but also of the problems

associated with U.S. nation building through military intervention.
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experiences of the Army of the Republic of Vietnam (ARVN) during the American war in

Vietnam, 1955–1975. Because it explores the lives of ordinary men engaged in a

commonplace pursuit through diaries, memoirs, letters, oral interviews, and novels, it is a

social history. Unlike most recent social history, however, it focuses on the impact of a war on

the lives of the people whom it affected most. Because this story focuses on war, it is also

military history. Unlike most military histories, however, it is primarily concerned with the

soldier’s experience outside battle. This is not the story of men and maneuvers during the

Vietnam war, or even the story of the ARVN in battle. Rather, it is a glimpse into the lives of

ARVN enlisted men. I purposefully take the soldier’s–eye view beyond the battlefield into

recruiting centers, barracks, food lines, training centers, and hospitals. I listen to former

combatants tell about their pay, their families, their leaves and rotations, and their patriotism. In

all of this, I focus on the army as a social organism. This emphasis forces me to ask questions

not usually associated with the study of warfare.For example, how did army life restructure

family behavior? What did soldiers think about barracks life in provinces far away from home?

What held this collection of individuals together—was it allegiance to the idea of the army

itself? Did being part of small units that lived and fought together foster community ties and

patriotism? Did having families attached to military units aid in the creation of community

ideals? Did the ARVN draw from existing village attachments or regional solidarity? In

answering these questions, I hope to get to know ARVN soldiers better, to get a fuller

understanding of the Vietnam war, and to examine the problems associated with U.S. nation-

building through military intervention.The ARVN was born in 1955, when the United States had

great faith in modernization and nation-building as weapons of the cold war. U.S. officials

argued that they could create a new army out of the remnants of the old Vietnamese National

Army that the French had grudgingly organized to help put down the Communist revolution. It

was reorganized in the late 1950s by Americans connected to the Military Assistance and

Advisory Group (MAAG) who were helping the newly created Republic of Vietnam (RVN, or

South Vietnam) establish a counterrevolutionary alternative to Ho Chi Minh’s Communists



south of the seventeenth parallel.These Americans helped shape the ARVN in America’s

image and initially prepared the ARVN to battle a communist-led insurgency. MAAG’s

successor, the Military Assistance Command–Vietnam (MACV), led by General William

Westmoreland, pushed the ARVN aside in 1965, believing that only American soldiers could

properly defend South Vietnam. The ARVN was relegated to a static security force and

became completely dependent upon the United States for supplies, aid, and orders of battle.

During the last stage of the Vietnam war, 1969–1975, the ARVN was given more offensive

military responsibilities, but by that time its weaknesses were apparent.The term "ARVN" is

often used to describe all military forces in Vietnam fighting for the political survival of South

Vietnam. More accurately, it refers only to the army within the Republic of Vietnam Armed

Forces (RVNAF). RVNAF also included an air force, a navy, marines, rangers, regional and

popular forces, and civil defense forces. In 1956 the ARVN was organized into four

conventional field divisions and six light divisions. It was reorganized in 1959 into seven infantry

divisions and three corps headquarters in order to better deal with the communist-led

insurgency and to make the most of U.S. advisory efforts. From 1964 until late in 1968 the

ARVN force structure primarily comprised ten infantry divisions in four corps headquarters.

During these years of the heaviest fighting ARVN troop numbers soared over 700,000. In the

last six years of the war, 1969–1975, there were over one million ARVN soldiers serving in

eleven infantry divisions, making the ARVN one of the world’s largest armies.For the purposes

of this study, I focus only on the ARVN enlisted men serving in these infantry divisions. It is

their lives that were affected most by the disruption of village life, their service that was most

closely connected to the Americans, their bodies that made up the bulk of RVNAF forces. They

are also the soldiers who suffered most from the burdens of negative stereotyping, taking more

than their share of the responsibility for the American defeat in Vietnam.Indeed, the ARVN is

one of the most maligned armies in modern history. Friend and foe alike have criticized it,

calling it “corrupt,” “lazy,” “cowardly,” and “incompetent.” Naturally, the Communists in Hanoi

called the ARVN “a puppet army,” “the lackey army,” “imposters,” and “rebels without a cause.”1

More troubling was criticism from the ARVN’s allies. U.S. secretary of defense Robert S.

McNamara (1961–1968) concluded early in the war that the ARVN was “weak in dedication,

direction and discipline.”2 U.S. ambassador to Vietnam Frederick Nolting told colleagues in

Washington that ARVN malfeasance was “a chronic problem.”3 George Carver of the Central

Intelligence Agency’s Vietnamese affairs staff concluded in July 1966 that the ARVN was “not

pulling its weight.”4 John Sylvester, Jr., Binh Long Province senior adviser with the U.S. Army,

wrote in September 1969 that “the ARVN was . . . lazy and gutless . . . content to let the

Americans do the fighting and dying.”5 Joseph Treatser, who covered the war for the New York

Times, concluded that the ARVN was little more than an “armed mob.”6 Journalist Neil

Sheehan wrote that the ARVN had “an institutionalized unwillingness to fight.”7 Another

journalist, Frances FitzGerald, concluded that the ARVN was never more than a collection of

individuals.8To be sure, the ARVN lived up to these negative views at times. However, it was

also made up of deeply patriotic soldiers. For example, Nguyen van Hieu served for years in

the ARVN despite being officially blind in one eye because he believed in the anticommunist

cause. Others, such as Ngo van Son, fought on despite receiving several wounds in battle. For

Nguyen van Thinh, service in the army was the highest calling of a patriot, even though the

RVN had imprisoned two of his brothers for their political activities. Hoang Trinh believed that

he had a responsibility to protect the nation, even if he could not define what the nation was.

The ARVN lost over 200,000 men in combat, some of whom must have been committed to a

counterrevolutionary alternative. Others were not as committed to the idea of national freedom



through support of the Saigon government but saw their service in the ARVN as support for an

alternative civil-military structure that might one day come to power.Most ARVN soldiers,

however, were ambivalent about service in the army because of the lack of proper ideological

training and the recognition that the RVN was not a legitimate political entity with a cultural or

historical precedent in Vietnam, two requirements for a viable future. Furthermore, because of

their experiences in the service of the RVN, many ARVN troops distrusted their own

government. Once this occurred, the ARVN created a subnational culture that redefined the

meaning of the war. Believing fully that Saigon was no match for Hanoi and that the Americans

had pushed the ARVN aside, ARVN troops focused on their families’ survival.My sources for

this story are South Vietnamese government records located at Trung Tam Luu Tru Quoc Gia–

II (National Archives Center–II) in Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, combined with official U.S.

government reports found at the U.S. Army Center for Military History in Washington, D.C.; the

U.S. Army Military History Institute in Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania; and the National

Archives in Suitland, Maryland. I also found key items in the John F. Kennedy and Lyndon

Baines Johnson Presidential Libraries.I have also conducted hundreds of interviews with

former ARVN soldiers, mostly during the 1990s in Vietnam and the United States. Since many

of the issues discussed in these pages remain controversial, some Vietnamese were willing to

speak openly only on the condition that they remain anonymous. I delivered typed questions to

my subjects before the actual interviews took place. I have made every effort to minimize the

problems typically associated with oral histories. The losing army does not usually get a

chance at writing history. Former ARVN soldiers have a particular viewpoint that is shaped by

the military and political realities of their lives during the war and since the fall of Saigon in April

1975. Whether the ARVN enlisted man escaped to the United States or remained behind in

Vietnam also plays an important role in how the war is remembered.This dependency on

memory presents several problems. For one, memory is a social and cultural force. It often

adapts itself to the needs of a society. Over time, those needs may turn memory into myth. In

his recent prizewinning book on Civil War memories, Race and Reunion: The Civil War in

American Memory, David Blight argued that myths are “the deeply encoded stories from

history that acquire with time a symbolic power in culture.”9 In his classic 1957 study,

Mythologies, Roland Barthes suggested that myths are clusters of ideas and values that have

“lost the memory that they were ever made.”10 Myths separate themselves from historical fact,

Barthes concluded, by repetition and because of their usefulness to society. When a culture

wants to forget an event, or remember it in a different way, consensus usually leads in that

direction. I have no doubt that such a process has taken place within ARVN

communities.Therefore, I have used most of the interviews to add a human touch to events

described in the written record or to clarify points made elsewhere. Most former ARVN soldiers

appear in this manuscript in the form of quotations that highlight and expand upon an idea

represented in the source material. I rejected hundreds of interviews for inclusion in this book

because they simply did not have any support in the written record or in the memories of

others. It is also true that I am trying to capture the perceptions of former soldiers involved in

one of the most tragic events of the cold war. Their responses to my questions are interesting

in and of themselves, and are sometimes used to emphasize a particular point of view and not

to substantiate a fact.During ten years of researching and writing this book, I have amassed

countless debts that I now gratefully acknowledge. My interest in sociomilitary history began in

the mid-1990s when I was a participant in a faculty seminar at Vassar College taught by the

noted military historian John Keegan. I thank John and my colleagues in that seminar for their

thoughtful insights into this complicated history.I have received enormous grant and fellowship



support to complete this project. First, two deans at Vassar College, Barbara Page and Ron

Sharp, helped provide grants to fund travel and research expenses. I thank former president of

Vassar College Frances D. Fergusson for many conversations about Vietnam, including

thoughts shared on a trip there in January 2004. I thank Bennett Boskey for his generous

support of Vassar and me. It has also been my good fortune to receive grants of varying kinds

from the Smith Richardson Foundation, the National Endowment for the Humanities, the

Society for Historians of American Foreign Relations, the Lyndon Baines Johnson Foundation,

the Delmas Foundation, and the Mellon Trust.I thank Mark Bradley, Fred Logevall, David

Anderson, Robert McMahon, Richard Immerman, Lloyd Gardner, Ngo Vinh Long, David Elliot,

Duong Van Mai Elliot, Marilyn Young, Mary Ann Heiss, James Hershberg, John Prados, Ellen

Pinzur, Jessica Chapman, John Lee, Kyle Longley, James Blight, Janet Lang, and Chen Jian

for their comments on various parts of this book. Frances FitzGerald shared her ideas with me

at several important points in the research. My colleague James H. Merrell, a friend for all

seasons, read the entire manuscript and made valuable suggestions.I wish to thank the many

universities, colleges, and libraries that have invited me to lecture and supported my research

over the past decade. They cannot all be listed individually, but special thanks go to four in

particular: the University of California at Santa Barbara, which provided a thoughtful forum for

this project when it was in its infancy; the Columbia University Seminar, where I received

valuable comments and suggestions; Clare College at Cambridge University, where I was

Mellon Senior Visiting Scholar and hosted by Anthony Badger, who introduced me to the

Americanists at Cambridge; and the University of Miami, where Charles Neu gave the book

one final airing before publication at a National Endowment for the Humanities seminar on the

Vietnam war.Several librarians, administrators, and archivists paved the way for me to conduct

efficient and useful research. Ted Gittinger at the Lyndon Baines Johnson Presidential Library

and Jeffrey Clarke at the U.S. Army Center for Military History were particularly helpful, as was

Charles Shaughnessy at the National Archives. Thomas Blanton and Malcolm Byrne at the

National Security Archive and Christian Ostermann at the Cold War International History

Project provided needed documents and support.To the many Vietnamese families who

opened their homes to my research assistants and me, I owe special thanks. Their kindness

and willingness to talk about the painful past was an inspiration, and their dedication to their

families is commendable.I owe special thanks to my colleagues in the History Department at

Vassar College, who have provided cheer and assistance. I am particularly grateful to Nancy

Bisaha, Mita Choudhury, Miriam Cohen, Rebecca Edwards, Michael Hanagan, Maria Hohn,

Ben Kohl, James Merrell, Lydia Murdoch, Leslie Offutt, Miki Pohl, Ismail Rashid, David Schalk,

Josh Schreier, Norma Torney, and Tony Wohl (and all the kids!).Thanks go to Scott Morrison,

Cathy Baer, John Mihaly, Ed Pittman, Steve Rock, and Chris Roelke for their support and

friendship. Thu Nguyen has been a helpful friend throughout this project. To Brian Trapp and

Bill Kay, fair winds.My students at Vassar have been a source of great inspiration and support.

Their influence pervades these pages far more than these words of thanks indicate. From my

earliest forays into this topic, student research assistants have aided my work immensely. They

include Amanda Bennett, Megan Betts, Keely Jones, Chris Johnson, Jaime Alexis Fowler, Injy

Carpenter, Lucy Amory, Jerome Sherman, Tim Shea, Kelly Shannon, James Wilson, Kaveh

Sidigh, Greta Lundeberg, Nicole Darling, Erin James, Tawny Paul, Carrie Maylor, Gabe

Tigerman, Wendy Matsumura, Veronica Plaut, Sam Hardy, and Debbie Sharnak, all of whom

helped with the research. Le Phuong Anh and Barbara Brannon came into the project at key

times to help with research. Michael Briggs at Kansas has been a kind and thoughtful editor.

His equanimity, patience, and good humor have sustained me in many ways.I am grateful for



the support and friendship of three mentors: Owen “Steve” Ireland, Frank C. Costigliola, and

George C. Herring. Steve sparked my interest in history when the war in Vietnam was a recent

memory. Frank introduced me to the joys of teaching and research. George Herring has been a

friend to an entire generation of Vietnam war scholars. It is difficult to categorize the many

things he has done for the book and for me. I owe him more than I can ever repay.From

beginning to end of this project, my family has shared with me its frustrations and satisfactions.

They have tolerated my long absences, and their support has sustained me over the years. My

mother, Marjorie Brigham, and Jane, Jessica, and Jon Earthrowl have provided pleasant

distractions, as have Anita, Joe, and Nancy Church, and Claire Dufour. Thanks too to Claire

and Richard Komulainen. I want to extend a special thanks to the Bradfords in Dartmouth,

Massachusetts.ONECONSCRIPTIONIn the Republic of Vietnam of the mid-1960s, as in the

United States, citizens’ attitudes toward military service varied widely—and underwent

momentous change. In the early years of the war, from 1955 to 1960, most ARVN troops had

volunteered. After 1960, however, with significant changes in the draft laws, the government

had to force more and more young men into the army. What started out in 1955 as a rather

innocuous course of compulsory military service for all able-bodied twenty- to twenty-two-year-

olds ended in 1975 with one in six South Vietnamese males serving in the active military and

the full mobilization of all males from sixteen to fifty years old.1 Even at the height of World

War II, most nations did not resort to these drastic measures to raise an army. To fully

appreciate the experience of ARVN troops, then, and to better understand their ideas and

actions, we must first examine how they came to serve.Conscription, according to the military

historian John Keegan, is a form of “tax.” Like all taxes, such a levy eventually has to be

beneficial to those who paid it.2 It now seems clear that the ARVN’s draft policies ran counter

to the rhythm of life in the countryside and alienated peasants from the government. Instead of

devising enlightened draft laws recognizing that sons were important social and economic

contributors for most rural families, the ARVN drafted young men for long periods with little

regard for the consequences. The government in Saigon insisted that service in its name “was

a national requirement of all.”3 “We had the right and the need to draft young men,” argued one

former official. “It was the obligation of every young man to serve the national interest as long

as the government demanded.”4Such harsh measures were new to military life in Vietnam.

Throughout its history the nation had conducted successful drafts based on flexibility and an

understanding of the organic nature of the relationship between the army and the general

population. As early as the eleventh century, the late Ly Dynasty had introduced conscription to

Vietnam. All male inhabitants in the realm were registered and classified according to their

military eligibility in six categories: princes, mandarins, professional soldiers, special

professions (doctors, actors, monks), all others between eighteen and sixty years old, and the

aged and sick. The bulk of a drafted army came from the first three categories. When the

nation needed to raise an army, there was a conscious effort not to deprive a village of all of its

young men.5Conscription was based on the principle that each village owed the emperor a

portion of its men to serve as soldiers. How many men depended upon the population and

location of the village. Provinces suffering from floods or droughts did not have to provide

soldiers. There were also family exemptions to make sure that some able-bodied men were left

at home to care for family farms. No family was required to send an only son to the army. Most

important, military assignments were temporary—four months out of the year—allowing

soldiers to return home to help with rice production.6In the fifteenth century, the late Le

Dynasty (1428–1788) introduced a series of service reforms that laid the foundation for

Vietnam’s modern civil-military code. First, the Le emperors divided the inscribed population



into six new categories: able-bodied (trang hang), the military who remained at work in the

fields but who could be called upon for active duty at any time (quan hang), simple inhabitants

(dan hang), the aged (lao hang), the mercenaries hired out as laborers (co hang), and the

indigent (cung hang).7 The new classifications gave greater flexibility to the Le leaders, even

as they expanded Vietnam’s borders with military victories over the Cham and Lao. This

categorization also made conscription more democratic by increasing merit

deferments.Beginning in 1435 the bulk of regular soldiers conscripted into the army came from

large families that were sufficiently wealthy in land and sons that the temporary loss of one son

would not cause great hardship. The soldier’s family was charged by the village for his upkeep,

in return for which the village subsidized the family by giving it either an allowance, a tax

exemption, or a concession that allowed it to use a portion of the communal farmland owned

by the village. Desertions were registered with the village, which would be required to supply

the army with another soldier.8For nearly a thousand years, this system worked well. Flexibility

was the cornerstone of Vietnamese conscription, and national political leaders had little

difficulty raising armies to fight the Han, Sung, Mongols, Cham, Lao, and Ming. Families and

villages understood that there were limits to the sacrifices they would have to make in service

of the nation. Conscription, therefore, was associated not with pain and suffering but rather with

limited civic responsibility. Central authorities recognized that the army was also a social tool,

and when not pressed into service, the emperor often used troops to help peasants in the field.

Indeed, quoc gia literally means “nation-family.” Although the links between family, village, and

the nation are overly determined and rely on universal understandings of Confucianism in

Vietnam that have been overstated, the party did create the perception that such a cosmology

existed.9In the twentieth century Vietnam’s Communist Party understood the importance of

developing a conscription policy that reflected past customs as well as the country’s present

needs. In 1945 the Democratic Republic of Vietnam (DRV) passed a conscription law that

called all young men to service.10 However, party officials were careful to make sure that new

recruits understood that the army was a logical extension of the family and village. Leaders in

Hanoi stressed the links between peasant customs and the party’s nationalistic and patriotic

cause. By promoting the concepts of dan toc (the people) and quoc gia (the nation), the party

extended family obligations to the larger community and state.11To cement this bond, army

officers replaced village elders in key aspects of social life. They conducted marriages,

supervised burials, and provided financial support to families of wounded soldiers.12 As in the

past, the army was also used to maintain agriculture. Cadres not in active service helped with

rice cultivation in the Red River, including large irrigation projects that actually increased the

rice yield in a time of war.13 As will be discussed later, the army of the National Front for the

Liberation of South Vietnam (NLF), the People’s Liberation Armed Forces (PLAF), went to

great lengths to create a military force that was flexible and sympathetic to the lives of village

families.Not all Communist soldiers felt this filial tie to the army. Scores of memoirs and

semiautobiographical works of fiction provide a more complete understanding of life in the

PLAF, or People’s Army.14 What we see through this lens is that military service took its toll on

all peasant families, Communist and non-Communist, especially the scores of families that had

sons and brothers fighting on both sides.15 Still, if the result fell short of an organic people’s

army with ties to Vietnam’s past and reverence for the role of the family in national life, such an

army was still the stated goal. In theory, the People’s Army of Viet Nam (PAVN) and the PLAF

were committed to the relationship of the individual to the army along traditional lines. As one

former PAVN general recalled, “Our goal was to remain true to Vietnam’s past. We still held

dear that notion that service in the army should not destroy family and village life. After all, that



is what the war was all about.”16 During the French war (1945–1954), Vietnam’s modern,

anticolonial army functioned as a people’s army, drawing support and inspiration from local

communities.17The ARVN, however, had a very different experience. Beginning with the army’s

birth in 1955, Saigon turned its back on Vietnam’s past. Slowly at first, but then with alarming

speed, the South Vietnamese government developed a conscription policy that defied both

history and the reality of peasant life. In sharp contrast to the Communists, it did not tie the

army to Vietnam’s past. Nor did it show any empathy with the needs of peasant families.

Instead, Ngo Dinh Diem, South Vietnam’s first president, charted what he called “an

independent course.”18 That course would bring the ARVN into conflict with the people of

South Vietnam and begin the process of alienation that would plague the army throughout its

twenty-year existence.A MODERN ARMYWhy did the ARVN turn its back on centuries of

tradition and success in raising an army? The answer lies in its relationship with its major ally,

the United States.Beginning in 1955 with the birth of the Republic of Vietnam (RVN), known in

the West as South Vietnam, U.S. military advisers assigned to the Military Assistance and

Advisory Group (MAAG) put pressure on the government in Saigon to field a modern, regular

army to defend against a cross-border invasion by the Communists. MAAG was the first U.S.

command group to work within Vietnam and was responsible for training the newly created

army. MAAG advisers worked closely with South Vietnamese military leaders and politicians to

create an army capable of withstanding a communist attack. Most MAAG officials accepted the

1954 division of Vietnam as national boundaries and believed that any attack against South

Vietnam would come from the north. The thinking among American leaders in Washington and

Saigon (the capital of the new nation) reflected previous U.S. combat experience in Korea. The

general outlook of U.S. Army doctrine in 1955 was that revolution could not be instigated or

successful without the support of an external sponsoring power.19 Experience in Korea had

taught that the guerrillas now operating freely in South Vietnam were the early warning of

cross-border conventional attacks, considered to be far more serious than any local

insurgency.20The focus of MAAG’s efforts in Vietnam, therefore, was to prepare the RVN’s new

army to combat this invasion. Specifically, MAAG military planners called for the RVN to create

an army (with U.S. aid and advice) that would occupy blocking positions while U.S. forces in the

Pacific Command would secure air and sea facilities in South Vietnam, then deploy to occupy

blocking positions north and west of Saigon. After the invasion had been contained, a

counteroffensive would be undertaken, featuring an ambitious joint airborne, amphibious, and

ground attack on North Vietnam.21Initially, ARVN military leaders opposed the American plan.

Generals Nguyen van Vy and Tran van Don argued for the creation of mobile units from the

former Vietnamese National Army battalions organized under the French. These smaller units

were more organic and would be equipped only with 105-mm howitzers, which were light and

mobile. The ARVN would recruit infantry battalions locally, as the Vietnamese had for centuries.

These battalions would then conduct local antiguerrilla and civic action operations.22 This

cellular people’s army would be motivated by strong personal ties to an area to protect local

villages. The ARVN would also create a series of special forces and counterguerrilla groups in

the Central Highlands to choke off the invasion that so many Americans in MAAG feared was

coming from North Vietnam.In developing their plan, ARVN military officials suggested to their

U.S. counterparts that this type of army was more consistent with Vietnam’s past and “was the

best way to combat the Communists” who were already in the villages of South Vietnam.23 In

his memoir of the period, a frustrated General Don wrote that Vietnamese “arguments

unfortunately fell on deaf ears.”24President Diem was in a difficult position. If he did not accept

the American plan, MAAG leaders warned that it would be impossible for them to send aid to



South Vietnam. Furthermore, MAAG officials claimed, if the ARVN were not reorganized into

heavy divisions on the U.S. model, American advisers would be ineffective.25 The force

structure and the doctrine had to match if South Vietnam were to play an active role in its own

defense.Diem understood precisely what MAAG leaders meant. If his country declined to

develop a South Vietnamese army in accordance with U.S. directives, there would be no

military aid. If Diem went his own way and the ARVN failed, the United States would have no

choice but to take over the war entirely. Diem, on the record as officially opposing the

introduction of U.S. combat troops to South Vietnam, was especially fearful that American

advisers would give way to American troops.26 The few internal records available from the

Diem period suggest that he agonized over his ally’s wishes to create a conventional army

based on U.S. war doctrine.27 He understood his own generals’ opposition to the American

plan, and, some of his aides suggest, he also feared that he was going against accepted

military practices and Vietnamese traditions. One of Diem’s closest advisers reported after the

war that few decisions weighed as heavily on South Vietnam’s first president as the one to

mold the ARVN in the U.S. image.28 Diem also recognized that his own generals had a

different vision for the army; it would be hard to face them on tough issues again if he did not

support them in this first round of negotiations with their benefactors in Washington,

D.C.Eventually Diem’s domestic needs overrode his generals’ arguments. From 1956 onward,

he continually supported MAAG force-level projections as the way to keep “American troops

out of South Vietnam” but also to keep U.S. dollars flowing into the country.29 He believed that

U.S. aid would help South Vietnam modernize, and only through this process did he feel that

the RVN would be able to stand up to the Communists. To make his point, Diem once told

MAAG leader General John O’Daniel, “We cannot survive as a nation without

industrialization”—which U.S. aid would make possible.30 Yet Diem and some of his closest

advisers also criticized U.S. aid programs. “American aid could become a sort of opium

paralyzing the country,” warned Diem’s brother, Ngo Dinh Nhu.31 The trick was how to get the

right kind of U.S. aid without surrendering sovereignty.Diem found the answer to this puzzle

inside his own army. He held the Americans at bay by supporting MAAG requests for a larger,

more conventional army. Given the American war plan, it would be hard for Diem’s critics to

attack him for creating a modern army on the U.S. model. If U.S. aid to South Vietnam

increased dramatically in the right sectors, Diem thought his opponents would be isolated from

public support. “It was a bargain with the devil,” remembered one former Saigon official.32

Diem was confident, however, that he could walk this tightrope. Of course, his gamble would

eventually cost him his life—Diem was assassinated by his own generals with U.S. backing in

1963. It would also forever cast the ARVN in an inferior military role in defense of South

Vietnam, a problem from which the army never fully recovered.Diem’s dependence on U.S.

support had a profound impact on life in South Vietnam, but it also shaped the contours of the

ARVN. Instead of creating a small regular army supported by special forces, Diem knowingly

endorsed a massive military buildup. One of Diem’s most trusted aides, Nguyen van Vy, once

commented that the president “held his nose and signed the papers” approving overall troop-

level requests.33 The agreement must have been a difficult decision for Diem, who was

customarily cautious in dealing with the Americans. In a conversation with reporter Marguerite

Higgins, Diem once wondered, if the United States ordered South Vietnam around “like a

puppet on a string . . . how will it be different from the French?”34 Still, Diem met every MAAG

request to increase the size and scope of the ARVN.By 1957 the government in Saigon was

offering its own initiatives to expand the ARVN, often anticipating MAAG suggestions. An

official ARVN history, Quan Doi Viet Nam Cong Hoa (Republic of Vietnam Armed Forces),



published in Saigon in 1962, stated that the army started with loosely organized small infantry

units but eventually moved toward large units that, it claimed, better met the needs of the

war.35 MAAG officials were still waiting for an attack by North Vietnam across the seventeenth

parallel. Once this process was in motion, it was difficult to stop. U.S. advisers seemed content

with quantity even when the quality of the ARVN diminished. By the end of the Vietnam war,

the ARVN was one of the world’s largest standing armies.THE DRAFTSUnlike most modern

armies in a time of war, the ARVN was built on the draft. Although Saigon officials were fond of

saying that most in the army “had volunteered out of a spirit of patriotism,” the ARVN had

unusually high numbers of conscripted men.36 In the early years of the war (1955–1960),

according to Jeffrey Clarke, chief historian at the U.S. Army Center for Military History,

“voluntary enlistments satisfied over half of the personnel requirements” of the ARVN.37

However, by 1961 the number of volunteers had dropped dramatically. As security in the

countryside became more tenuous and the length of mandatory service in the ARVN

increased, the government had to force more and more young men into the army. Nguyen van

Hieu, a former ARVN corporal, suggested that the experience of most ARVN troops was like

his own: “We joined the army against our will because the alternatives were so dire.”38 These

alternatives included jail time in the hands of Diem’s secret police, something most peasants

feared more than the war itself.Hieu’s story is repeated in hundreds of ARVN memoirs and in

nearly three hundred interviews conducted for this book.39 The nationalistic surge that

customarily occurs during war often yields a high number of volunteers for military duty. This

never happened in South Vietnam. Over the course of the ARVN’s twenty-year life (1955–

1975), drafted soldiers represented about 65 percent of the army’s total troop levels, making it

one of the most heavily conscripted armies in history.40The government not only drafted its

army but it did so with a capricious and oppressive selective service system. From 1955 until

1959 only twenty- to twenty-two-year-olds had to serve in the armed forces.41 Peasant families

knew that their young men would be gone for no longer than one year. New recruits understood

that they would spend four months in training and only eight months in active service. This

system had flexibility and a definite endpoint. The personal hardships created by the draft were

minimized because new recruits and their families could plan on the return of sons from war. “It

was easy to find someone to help with the rice farming,” reported Nguyen van Khai, a peasant

from a small village near My Tho. “My son was only gone for a year,” he recalled, “so I bartered

with my neighbor to get the services of his son who was not yet of draft age.”42By 1959,

however, manpower shortages forced the government to increase the length of service from

twelve to eighteen months. In 1961 the commitment was extended to twenty-four months.

Huynh van Hung, the father of two draft-age sons, claimed that the additional service time

disrupted South Vietnamese society sufficiently to provoke animosity in the countryside:

“Everyone in my village who had sons began to doubt the government. In three short years

Saigon had doubled the length of time our sons were expected to serve, and yet security in our

village was worse than it ever had been. What were they doing with our boys? We got so little

for our sacrifice. To this day, I do not think the leaders in Saigon understood what a hardship it

was to send your boys off to war. Fields went unplowed. Rice went unplanted. Families fell

apart.”43 The government offered no official justification for the revision of its draft laws, only

that “the needs of the First Republic have changed.”44One response to critics of the

government could have been that the war was going badly for it and its ally. From the birth of

the ARVN in 1955 until late 1960, the army and South Vietnam’s secret police had enjoyed

considerable success. Diem filled his jails with suspected Communists and decimated party

cells. According to the party’s own records, Diem’s purges inflicted serious damage.45 In



response to these attacks, some Communist Party members pushed for retaliatory strikes. Le

Duan, a southerner who became the party’s secretary general in 1960, urged the North

Vietnamese government to take a more active role in the struggle against Diem.Since the

signing of the Geneva Accords in 1954, which had divided the country at the seventeenth

parallel, the party had accepted Moscow’s strategy of political struggle to unify the country. The

party had warned cadres in the South not to take up arms against the government, and this

warning had given Diem free rein. In 1956 Le Duan presented a special report to the Political

Bureau in Hanoi, arguing that the time had come to take up arms against South Vietnam. He

suggested that there was “no other path for the people of the south but the path of

revolution.”46 After significant debate, in 1959 party leaders eventually endorsed Le Duan’s

proposals. The Political Bureau concluded that “self-defense and armed propaganda forces are

needed to support the political struggle, and eventually those armed forces must carry out a

revolution to overthrow U.S.-Diem. . . . The revolution in the south is to use a violent general

uprising to win political power.”47As Le Duan’s star continued to rise, he argued even more

forcefully for armed struggle in the South. In January 1959 he urged the Political Bureau to

adopt a strategy of violence and organize a broad-based united front directly under the party’s

control. The party, known in Vietnam as the Lao Dong (Workers’ Party), accepted these

requirements because it was losing control of events in the South. Diem had so depleted party

cells through his own terror campaigns that many southern Communists called these the

“darkest days of the revolution.”48 In May 1959 the Political Bureau approved what became

known as Resolution 15 and declared that the time had come “to push the armed struggle

against the enemy.”49 By the summer of 1959 southern cadres had received “the green light

for switching from political struggle alone to political struggle combined with armed

struggle.”50In September 1960, at its third national congress, the Lao Dong selected Le Duan

as its new secretary general and approved the formation of a united front to overthrow the

Saigon government. Following this dictate, on December 20, 1960, at a secret meeting in the

jungle of Tay Ninh Province, near Vietnam’s border with Cambodia, sixty Vietnamese

revolutionaries met to proclaim the formation of the National Front for the Liberation of South

Vietnam (NLF).The NLF, known derogatorily in the West as the Vietcong, immediately pushed

the armed struggle against Diem. In a matter of months the revolution had successfully

replenished cadre levels and made important inroads in the southern countryside. By

mid-1961, the NLF had already consolidated its power in the Mekong Delta and had made

substantial progress in provinces west and north of Saigon. Only the south-central coastal

areas seemed to be under government control. By October 1961 both the U.S. Joint Chiefs of

Staff and President John F. Kennedy’s National Security Council were considering the

introduction of American combat forces to stem the tide of the Communist advance.51Kennedy

ultimately ruled out sending troops, but he did accept the recommendations of General

Maxwell Taylor, his personal military consultant, who argued that the administration needed to

increase the number of U.S. advisers in Vietnam as well as ARVN force levels. Specifically,

U.S. military leaders called on South Vietnam to double its number of troops to combat the

insurgency and provide security for the people. From 1960 until late 1963 ARVN troop levels

rose from 150,000 to 250,000.52Even with this increase, the ARVN did little to stop the

Communists. In a number of key battles in the Mekong Delta, the vastly outnumbered

Communist forces inflicted serious damage on the ARVN. On January 2, 1963, for example,

ARVN forces from the 7th Division attacked the PLAF’s 261st Main Force Battalion at the tiny

hamlets of Bac and Tan Thoi, located 37 miles (60 km) southwest of Saigon. Though

outnumbered and out-gunned, the PLAF stood its ground. It shot down five U.S. helicopters,



then retreated under cover of darkness without suffering heavy casualties. The ARVN, in sharp

contrast, refused to advance under fire and lost eighty men. This pivotal battle gave the

guerrillas confidence that they could overcome the technological superiority of their adversary

and proved a harbinger of things to come. The only U.S. response was to increase aid, send

more advisers, and promise more support for an even larger ARVN.The party always

responded in kind, however, and in late 1963 the Lao Dong matched the American escalation.

In December 1963 the Lao Dong held its Ninth Plenum in Hanoi to assess the situation in

South Vietnam following Diem’s assassination the previous month. After significant debate, the

party endorsed a change in policy. For the first time since the formation of the NLF, it gave

priority to the liberation war in the South. According to Le Duan, the most important decision

made at the Ninth Plenum was the one to send PAVN main force infantry units to South

Vietnam.53 In a letter to General Nguyen Chi Thanh, the director of the party’s southern office

(known in the West as the Central Office for South Vietnam [COSVN]), Le Duan argued that

the war could be over in a “relatively short period of time” if the Lao Dong took advantage of

the chaos in Saigon.54 Accordingly, on January 12, 1964, the first PAVN units left for South

Vietnam by the Ho Chi Minh Trail. During 1964 the number of PAVN troops sent south

increased from 7,906 to 12,424.55Again the Americans called on the government in Saigon to

increase the size of the ARVN to stop Communist advances. The RVN announced a new

mobilization order in November 1964, requiring all male citizens aged twenty to twenty-five to

serve. At the same time, the required length of service was increased from twenty-four to thirty-

six months.56 ARVN ranks swelled because of the new draft laws, reaching a total of nearly

350,000 troops.57 Nonetheless, in early 1965, when an expanded ARVN did little to stop the

Communists, the United States introduced ground troops and began an air war over North

Vietnam. For three years, as President Lyndon Johnson often complained, the only answer to

the vexing problems in Vietnam seemed to be more of everything.58 With each passing year

the United States increased its overall number of troops, and so did the ARVN. When these

increases did not change the course of the war, the Johnson administration tried to use air

power to save South Vietnam. American bombers repeatedly hit targets inside North Vietnam.

Still, by late 1966 the war had reached a stalemate. The government in Hanoi matched each

U.S. increase with new troops of its own, nearly tripling the number of PAVN regulars in South

Vietnam between 1965 and early 1967.59U.S. advisers with the Military Assistance Command–

Vietnam (MACV), which had replaced MAAG in 1962, wanted to see the ARVN further expand

its rosters. General William Westmoreland, MACV commander, desired to see the ARVN take

over more of the burden of infantry combat against the Communists. The Tet Offensive in 1968

also convinced many civilians in the Pentagon to accelerate that process. In March 1968

MACV announced a two-year plan to enlarge and modernize the ARVN.60 The ARVN would

grow from 685,000 soldiers to 779,154 in 1969 and 801,215 in 1970. According to the plan, the

troop increases were to “round out” and “balance” the existing force structure so that the South

Vietnamese government could make significant progress toward a “self-sustaining” army.61

Jeffrey Clarke argued that in Westmoreland’s view the only obstacle to enlarging the ARVN

was the ability “to mobilize the necessary manpower.”62 By now, however, South Vietnam had

grown dependent on U.S. aid, and the government usually responded to MACV troop requests

with polite acceptance. It would do whatever it could, through an expanded draft, to meet

MACV demands and Communist advances.In 1968, in response to further advances by the

NLF and pressure from the Americans, the RVN announced its new conscription policy. The

new draft law tightened deferments, broadened conscription rules, and expanded reserve

status, all to add 65,000 men to the military rolls by the end of the year.63 Specifically, the



proclamation extended the conscription age from eighteen to thirty-three, requisitioned

technical support services at all levels from those between the ages of thirty-four and forty-five,

and recalled all veterans within either age bracket.64 Males aged eighteen to thirty-three were

automatically inducted into the armed forces. Scores of draft letters went out. All discharges

were suspended except for documented disabilities. The length of required service was no

longer specified; the government assumed that men would now serve until the war was

over.For some that meant seven years of active duty. According to one official U.S. State

Department report, if the United States had mobilized the same proportion of its adult male

population, it would have sent over eight million men per year to Vietnam.65 By the end of

1968 one in six adult males in South Vietnam had fought in the ARVN.66 The total of men

under arms soared past 700,000 early in that same year.67However, the increase in the size of

the ARVN did little to stop Communist advances, causing many in the countryside to question

the wisdom of the draft. “What was the point?” asked Ngo van Linh, a father of two sons drafted

in 1968. “We sent our boys to the army and let our families suffer in their absence. The

government did little to show us the good this sacrifice brought. All we saw was death and

destruction. And the loss of our sons.”68South Vietnamese complaints about the ARVN draft

did not end with the new mobilization order. Soon after Richard Nixon’s 1968 presidential

election victory, the military requirements in South Vietnam changed yet again, forcing the

ARVN to increase its manpower roster once more. Nixon had come to office promising not to

make the same old mistakes in Vietnam.69 He insisted that the United States sought peace

with honor and that he had a plan to accomplish that goal. But one of Nixon’s first actions was

to resume the air war over North Vietnam and to interdict Communist sanctuaries in Laos and

Cambodia. He believed that this combination would eventually break the back of the

Communists.70 Nixon also hoped to convince officials in Hanoi that he would never abandon

the Saigon government and that the United States would make a better negotiating partner

now than the RVN would later. The cornerstone of his policy, however, was regrettably called

“Vietnamization,” implying that the South Vietnamese had not been fighting and dying all

along.Initially tested during the Johnson years, “Vietnamization” was the purposeful transfer of

most infantry responsibilities from the United States to the ARVN. Nixon would “arm the ARVN

to the teeth” in preparation for the day when it could stand on its own to defend South Vietnam

against the Communists.71 In January 1969, in response to Nixon’s new initiatives, the ARVN

announced its first collective call-up of all men born in 1951.72 Any male born in that year had

to report to his local induction and training center between March and December 1969.73 Only

those in the last stages of their secondary education were excused; however, many of these

young men faced the draft when they graduated.74 According to historian George Herring,

overnight the ARVN “had become one of the largest and best equipped” armies in the world.75

Indeed, following the 1969 mobilization orders, the ARVN soon had more than one million men

in arms.76Nghiem Khoa, a Vietnamese man born in 1951, remembered thinking that his life

was over when he heard about the new draft law. “I was not worried about being killed in the

army. I was worried that my youth would vanish while I served Saigon’s needs. I was eighteen

years old and just starting my life.”77 Another man born in 1951 recalled, “I kissed my mother

good-bye, knowing if I was lucky I would not see her for several years. It was the worst day of

my life.”78Ngo Chao Minh had just dropped out of Saigon University to help his family cope

with the death of his mother when he heard of the new law. “I knew the moment I heard the

news that I would be drafted. I remember telling my father that we were no better off than

Russian serfs who served most of their adult life in the army.”79 Minh would serve in the ARVN

until the fall of Saigon in April 1975. Like many of his comrades, his only reprieve from service



in the ARVN was the Communist victory. “I would still be in the army if the war was still going

on,” a sarcastic Minh concluded in a 1999 interview. “My military service robbed me of time with

my family, the chance to marry and have children, and the peaceful life I dreamed of as a

boy.”80And so it went. Year after year the RVN expanded its troop numbers to meet the ever-

changing needs of the battlefield and to satisfy American demands. When 500,000 ARVN

troops could not do the job, officials in Washington and Saigon called for 600,000. Expanding

the ARVN ranks did little to change the course of the war, but it did alienate the peasants. Few

families forgave the government for its oppressive draft.ECONOMICS OF THE DRAFTThe

draft took away South Vietnam’s sons for long periods of time, but the large standing army also

drained the RVN’s resources faster than U.S. aid could replenish them. According to official

RVN records, the government spent nearly 15 percent of its gross domestic product to support

the ARVN.81 Diem had accepted the U.S. order to create a large conventional army, but it

seemed that much of the resulting aid went to supporting a dysfunctional army. The ARVN

never developed into the kind of force its generals hoped for; instead, it imposed a tremendous

social, political, and economic burden on the South Vietnamese people. The RVN’s former

economic adviser, Nguyen Xuan Oanh, noted the irony in a 1989 interview: “Diem had gone

against his own generals’ advice to secure U.S. aid. But, by 1964, most of the aid was used to

support the armed forces. This cycle was never broken.”82The vicious circle was not just a

national problem. The individual ARVN soldier felt the pull on resources constantly. As Chapter

4 examines in detail, the RVN deliberately allowed the typical ARVN soldier to “slide down the

economic ladder in order to keep him from draining the RVN budget.”83 As a consequence,

ARVN morale was devastated. “This was not a good combination of outcomes,” commented

former Saigon official Nguyen van Luong. “We drafted people against their will, causing great

pain and suffering to their families. We then lost control of the countryside to the Communists,

so we needed a larger army. Expanding the number of troops under arms meant more

expense. We eventually could not afford to keep the soldiers comfortable and the country

running, so the soldiers suffered. In the end, most of South Vietnam’s poor hated us.”84In cold

economic terms, taking South Vietnam’s young men away from their families for three or more

years of military service was requiring more than rural society could deliver. One former high-

ranking RVN official recalled that few leaders in Saigon understood the full weight of their

decisions. “I do not remember one conversation when we asked what the impact of our draft

policy would be on peasant families. We were so concerned with stopping the Communists and

pleasing the Americans that we forgot to look at our own people.”85 Any investigation by the

government would have found dwindling support for its policies and severe hardship in the

countryside. Emotionally, peasant families were distraught over their sons’ years of service in

the ARVN. Economically, they were devastated by the ever-changing conscription plan.In the

countryside Vietnam’s subsistence economy was labor intensive, and sons were a chief source

of labor. When the spring rains came, softening the soil, farmers and their sons plowed shallow

seedbeds. Young men working in teams harrowed the seedbeds, allowing them to dry before

they plowed and harrowed again. In the Mekong Delta farmers could repeat this process five or

six times. After the rains farmers prepared seedlings for transplant and plowed the fields once

more. According to Gerald Hickey, an expert on village life in Vietnam, “the heavy work

associated with transplanting require[d] male laborers.”86 The chore of transplanting the

seedlings to the paddy fields was usually done in one day and required approximately twelve

laborers for every hectare. Obviously, most farmers hired additional laborers to supplement

their own families if they had large tracts of land. Tenant farmers required every family member

to put in long hours during the rice-growing season. For many in the Mekong Delta, the season



never ended. “There was always something to do,” remembered Huynh van Cam. “We could

get three harvests per year.”87 The first harvest usually occurred in mid-September, the

second in December, and the peak harvest in late January through early March.Harvesting

required careful management of labor. The harvest had to be completed as soon as possible

because ripened grains of rice could fall to the ground, and spring rains could cause heavy

plants to topple over. Men worked long hours to complete the harvest, and each laborer was

essential to the process. When the rice was ripe, one young man used a sickle to cut the rice

stalks near the ground, while another carried bundled stalks to a third, who employed a

threshing sledge to separate the grain from the stalk. Threshing was the most physically

demanding of these three tasks, so laborers rotated positions often. A team of three young

men could harvest one hectare of rice in about six or seven full working days if weather

permitted.According to official 1967 statistics from Saigon’s Ministry of Agriculture, the average

landholding farmed in South Vietnam was 1.5 hectares.88 Thus it would take, on average,

three able-bodied male workers nearly ten days for each of the three harvests. Add to this

short, intense cycle the need to irrigate fields and prepare for the next planting, and the

grueling demands of rice farming become clearer.When the government decided to expand its

draft, it did so on the backs of poor families. Since most young men aged twenty to twenty-five

lived in rural areas in South Vietnam—about 80 percent between 1960 and 1975—and most

belonged to farming families, ARVN conscription laws struck deep into the heart of peasant life.

Cao van Thu, a former RVN intelligence analyst, suggested that the lack of ideological

positioning by the government made the human cost seem more unbearable. Thu

explained:We in the government clearly understood that the North Vietnamese Army had a

heavy-handed conscription policy that called most citizens to universal military service. The

record shows at a Communist Party Plenum in March 1957 [the Lao Dong’s Twelfth Plenum]

Hanoi setup [sic] a control group in Hai Duong, Nghe An, and Ha Nam Provinces. The draft

was met with little resistance, so the party expanded it to all provinces in North Vietnam in April

1960. The reason the draft met with so little resistance in North Vietnam and so much

resistance in South Vietnam had nothing to do with the quality of the people being drafted or

their families. It had everything to do with how the people were prepared to accept the draft and

why such a policy was needed. The Communists did an excellent job in ideological training,

even if the party’s message was pure propaganda. In South Vietnam we did nothing to prepare

the countryside for the needed sacrifice.89Peasant families did not need a government analyst

to tell them that the ARVN draft was a hardship. Losing their sons for three or more years was

an unbearable burden for most rural families. In real terms, many farmers lost not only their

sons but also their ability to care for their families. Add to that weight the high cost of the war in

the countryside and the failed strategic hamlets, and the seeds of discontent become

evident.Not long after the government in Saigon announced its 1964 mobilization order, several

villages in the Mekong Delta organized antigovernment rallies calling for an end to the ARVN’s

new three-year service terms.90 Nguyen Truc remembered many old men gathering to block

roads. “We could not go to Saigon to protest the government’s draft policies and our problems

with farm help,” he said, “so we struck out at the only government presence in our village, a

national road. It was kind of pathetic. All of these older men were upset that their sons had

been drafted and that there was no one left to farm. Of course, it did us no good.”91 Truc and

others wrote letters to the provincial draft boards and appealed to the village notables (xa

truong) for help, but nothing came of it.Official RVN records indicate that the government

responded to only one appeal. In March 1966 village elders from Thot Not, in Phong Dinh

Province, received official notice from Saigon concerning their appeal for a more lenient draft



policy. The new government explained that most of the Mekong Delta’s labor force had not

been drafted into the army, as the elders had suggested, but rather “had left the rural provinces

to pursue opportunities in the cities, which were the centerpiece of South Vietnam’s modern

economy.”92The government’s reassurance provided little comfort to the nearly ten million

people of the Mekong Delta, most of whom made their living from the land. Nguyen Thao, a

rice farmer, recalled that labor shortages had always been a problem in the delta, but they had

never been as severe as during the American war. “We lived through French imperialism, war

against the fascists, a liberation war with the French, and never had we known such problems.

In the days before the ARVN draft, if families needed labor they could always hire from local

families with more sons. The draft took all of our sons and made farming almost

impossible.”93Empirical evidence supports Nguyen Thao’s claims. In the mid-1960s, Robert

Sansom, an economist with the U.S. Embassy in South Vietnam, conducted surveys in Dinh

Thuong Province, 37 miles (60 km) south of Saigon in the upper Mekong Delta. The delta was

home to nearly 70 percent of the population of South Vietnam. Sansom picked Dinh Thuong

because it was far enough from Saigon to be “considered a rural economy. . . rather than an

appendage to the urban economy.”94 Sansom’s conclusions supported those who claimed that

the government had siphoned off South Vietnam’s labor supply. In 1966, in a sample drawn

from two small villages in Dinh Thuong Province, he found that nearly half of the families

surveyed had members away from home.95 A population pyramid of those same two villages—

Than Cuu Nghia and Long Binh Dien—revealed that in 1966 men ages eighteen to thirty-three

were the least-represented group. Of the remaining male population, totaling 404, only 36 were

of draft age.96 Some of the young men had no doubt been drawn to Saigon and other large

cities for economic opportunities, as the government claimed. Others may have joined the

guerrilla movement. But, Sansom argued, most left the labor force because the government

drafted “large numbers of workers from the rural labor force for both local and non-local military

use.”97 It is no wonder, then, that peasant protests against the conscription policies continued

throughout the war.Compounding the peasants’ unhappiness with the government’s draft was

the belief among many Vietnamese that the Communists had more proactive policies. The NLF

went out of its way to make the RVN appear reactive and oppressive by supporting local farm

labor exchanges that made up for the labor shortages caused by the ARVN draft. Beginning in

1964, with the advent of the RVN’s new conscription policies, the NLF openly formed work-

exchange teams to help peasants plant and harvest crops. Poor families could pool their

resources to come to the mutual aid of all those in a farming association (doan the quan

chung), or they could hire NLF-controlled labor at reduced prices.98 The NLF supported this

program by charging large landholders high association membership fees and demanding that

they pay up to 60 percent more in labor costs for work on their own lands.99 NLF cadres

enforced these rules vigorously, hoping in the end to scare large land-owners away from the

villages. If that tactic was successful, the NLF then divided large tracts of land into smaller

agricultural plots and reallocated them to local peasants. Smaller plots meant less stress on

labor and families. The NLF also reduced rents from 25 percent to 10 percent of annual tenant

crop yields, further reducing the need for larger fields and more labor.100Over time, of course,

the NLF became a victim of its own success. As its land reform campaigns and threats

decreased the number of large landholders in the delta, the NLF also reduced its ability to

extort money. Financial demands thus grew at a time when the war was expanding rapidly. The

consequence was the institution of a special tax, which the NLF eventually applied throughout

South Vietnam.101 The tax was at times collected at gunpoint, undoing much of the work that

earlier cadres had done to win peasants over to the party’s cause.Still, many Vietnamese



believed that the NLF’s policies were more in line with the thinking and needs of the

countryside. According to Nguyen van Nhon, the NLF made it possible for him to farm a

smaller parcel of land, with better results. “When the Front introduced its land reform campaign

in my area in early 1962,” Nhon explained, “I farmed a smaller piece of land, but had the same

standard of living. I did not have to give the landlord my usual 25 percent and I did not have to

hire outside labor.”102 Land reform and the NLF’s work-exchange teams made it possible for

many tenant farmers and small landholders to survive during the rapid escalation of the

Vietnam war. This created more antigovernment sentiment in the countryside and brought

thousands of peasants into the NLF fold.The problem was more than just what the NLF had

done right. The South Vietnamese government also failed to manage the ARVN’s own

economics. In a protracted war, the socioeconomic viability of an army is more decisive than its

capacity to win or lose battles.103 The sheer size and expense of the ARVN, and the RVN’s

inability to successfully manage its financial affairs, convinced many rural South Vietnamese

that service in the army was “a dead end.”104 ARVN pay never kept up with inflation, and real

wages for troops fell repeatedly. Aggravating the problem was an inflation rate that hit nearly

500 percent for many household items.105 Low pay, high inflation, and lengthy military service

made life in the army an impossible burden for many of South Vietnam’s poor. As the economy

continued to falter and the prospects for winning the war diminished, fewer and fewer young

men willingly joined the ARVN. General Dong van Khuyen, former ARVN chief of staff,

suggested that once ARVN pay dropped noticeably lower than civilian standards and private

sector jobs were readily available, “the only factor driving youths of draft age to enlist was the

fear of being hunted by the law.”106 The ARVN reflected this social change, and by mid-1966,

it was no longer a people’s army, a far cry from its early years.WHO SERVED?In the early

years of the war the ARVN included men from all social strata.107 “We were an army of the

people,” recalled Colonel Huong Thuy.108 Even as the ARVN increased the length of service in

1959 and again in 1961, the army continued to draw its troops from all provinces and income

levels. American advisers sent to Vietnam in the early 1960s often commented in their reports

that the ARVN seemed to be a representative force.109In perhaps one of the most impressive

studies from the early war years, Robert White of the U.S. Army Natick Laboratories created a

social profile of the ARVN. In 1963 White conducted extensive research on ARVN infantry units

to determine the correct size of uniforms and nature of other equipment needed from the

United States. One unintended result of White’s “Anthropometric Survey of the Armed Forces

of the Republic of Vietnam” was a composite sketch of those who served in the ARVN.

According to White’s data, the ARVN matched South Vietnam’s demographics almost perfectly.

For example, only 3 percent of ARVN members had been born in or near Saigon. Most—over

one-third—came from the ten provinces of the coastal lowlands (Quang Tri, Thua Thien,

Quang Nam, Quang Tin, Quang Ngai, Binh Dinh, Phu Yen, Khanh Hoa, Ninh Thuan, and Binh

Thuan); the second-largest group—20 percent—came from the western provinces of the

Mekong Delta. In other words, the origins of those serving in the ARVN matched almost exactly

the population distribution in South Vietnam. Furthermore, over 70 percent reported that they

practiced Buddhism, not Catholicism, a religious pattern that reflected the national

demographics.During the war many U.S. critics of the ARVN suggested that the army was

made up mostly of ethnic Chinese, explaining their lack of desire to fight for South Vietnam.

Like their counterparts in the PAVN and PLAF, however, nearly 90 percent of the ARVN were

ethnic Vietnamese; only 1.6 percent were ethnic Chinese. Montagnards made up the next-

highest group, at 7.2 percent. Another interesting fact is that the typical ARVN infantry soldier

in 1963 was ten years older (age twenty-nine) than his American counterpart and had, on



average, seven more years of military experience. Not only was this an army of the people, it

was also an army with years of practice.110All of this changed with the 1964 mobilization act.

Instead of an experienced people’s army, the ARVN increasingly was an army of those too

weak to escape its grasp. Some scholars have interpreted this sea change as a purposeful

move to draft members of the urban underclass because they were close at hand.111 Indeed,

statistical studies completed by MACV in 1965 and again in 1967 suggest that a growing

percentage of the new ARVN recruits listed cities of 100,000 or more as their hometowns.112

Geographic information is complicated, however, by the fact that many young men and their

families had already left the danger of the countryside for the safety of the cities. The

government’s internal records suggest that the ARVN matched South Vietnam’s demographics

throughout the entire war, 1955–1975.113What is most revealing about the makeup of the

army following the 1964 mobilization act is how rural Vietnamese tried to protect their young

men from military service. Before the new call-up, the government had relied on a recruiting

system that demanded cooperation between village elders and provisional recruiting agencies.

This complex system was designed to bringall able-bodied men to the attention of the

government. The idea was to compile lists of draft-aged men that could be checked against

village rolls in order to send out preinduction letters from the government’s central post.The

success of this program depended entirely upon factors out of government control. For

example, villages only marginally influenced by the NLF often gave up false names for the

draft. “We often listed the dead or those already committed to the Communist cause because

we could not bear or afford to lose our young men,” recalled one village elder.114 Many elders

understood that their fate was often tied to a system that some social scientists have called

“moral reciprocity,” requiring each member of the village to contribute fully to its economic and

social health. As Nguyen Thanh explained, “Our village depended on these young men for

survival.”115
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Dimitrios, “A very different look at the maligned ARVN. This book is a fine introduction to the

much maligned ARVN which fought and finally lost a terrible 20 years war. It is only though a

social history of the ARVN and the author doesn't delve into pure military matters, such as

organisation, weapons and doctrine. The fields he covers in an excellent way are the

recruitment, the training, the financial aspects of the soldiers' lives, the crucial role of families

as the core of social fabric, the cultural peculiarities of Vietnam and the inability of the US

advisers to recognize those facts early enough. Although there is a chapter devoted to ARVN

battles, the material is very short to satisfy the reader who wants a deeper analysis. For this,

you can look at Willbanks' excellent book "Abandoning Vietnam" which is a terrific addition to

the studies of ARVN between 1968 and 1975. Mr Brigham's book has no maps and only a

handful of bad quality b/w photos.”

40weeks, “interesting and informative. Gives a much needed perspective on the South

Vietnamese Army.”

James A Sandy, “Intimate look into life in the ARVN. Rob Brigham paints an intimate and

complex look into the life and death of ARVN soldiers. A must read for anyone wishing to

understand the intricacies of the American war in Vietnam War.”

Ryan, “Five Stars. love the book”

Kev Minh Allen, “Much-needed historical account of the ARVN. This book has proven to be a

valuable resource in my further studies of the former Republic of Vietnam. Weaving in

anecdotal evidence from infantrymen and officers with hard data, Brigham makes a compelling

case that both the national and military experiments set up by the U.S. to counter the

Vietnamese Communist forces were doomed to failure.Corruption and official indifference

committed by many prominent officials of the South Vietnamese government and army chiefs

trickled on down until these things infected the culture, morale and day-to-day processes

among the troops. It also didn't help that the U.S. took over the major military role in the

summer of 1965 and then tried giving it back to the ARVN a couple of years before the war's

end.All in all, the book gives a proper overview of the problems, as well as some well-earned

successes, experienced by individuals who were either conscripted into or volunteered for

service in the ARVN.One of the few weaknesses in the book is Brigham's contention that

family is what most ARVN personnel were fighting and dying for, especially toward the end of

the war when all was lost. The theory is that without a solid and cogent sense of national

identity and mission the sheer survival of a soldier's family became the utmost importance to

him. It's hard to quantify and prove such a theory based on interviews, diaries and letters, but

these are all Brigham can offer and hopes they can satisfy the reader's curiosity.”



Quang Pham, “Tough to read narrative but important book...to better understand Vietnam. Like

most academic books Brigham's latest work reads like a history book or a Ph.D. thesis. It has

five chapters totaling 130 pages. The remaining 47 pages are Notes, Bibliography and Index.

Thus the subtitle, "Life and Death of the South Vietnamese Army," is not quite complete just

like one of the blurbs written by Jeffrey Kimball, "The best book I've read on the ARVN." Not

surprisingly all the endorsements came from academics, most of whom have been harshly

critical of the ARVN and the Republic of Vietnam in general. What separates this book from the

others is Brigham's focus on ordinary South Vietnamese soldiers and veterans and not its

audacious and flashy generals. Without a concrete vision and solid leadership by South

Vietnamese officials, ARVN soldiers fell into the "family syndrome" and in the end, took care of

their own. Not much was left to defend in 1975 when there was no longer a country, an army, or

an ally to fight alongside. Little coverage is given to the ARVN's finest hours at An Loc, Xuan

Loc, Quang Tri and the Cambodia and Laos incursions. Then again this is not a battle book per

se. Chapter Five, "Families," summarizes the ARVN. "Exhausted, demoralized, and continually

defeated, ARVN troops struggle to find meaning in the war." One thing is certain. No other

army will ever be as scrutinized by their allies, on the battlefield, in the media and the ivory

towers, than the ARVN. Not even after 31 years since the war had ended.”

patrick frost, “Five Stars. Good”

The book by Robert K. Brigham has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 15 people have provided feedback.
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